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1001 2 garden benches
1002 A garden bench
1003 A garden bench with metal lattice back
1004 A garden bench with metal lattice back
1005 A garden table and bench
1006 A garden table and bench
1007 A workbench
1008 3 step ladders
1009 A grass barrow
1010 A wheel barrow
1011 brushes sweeper etc
1012 A pushchair and a camping chair
1013 A quantity of garden tools
1014 A bbq
1015 A wooden bucket and wood edging
1016 Two bags of bark chipping
1017 A quantity of planters
1018 A large concrete planter and a pair of concrete planters
1019 A fire surround
1020 A garden table and 4 chairs
1021 a quantity of planters
1022 A concrete garden bench and planter
1023 2 concrete garden dogs of Foo
1024 A garden statue
1025 A plastic dustbin and planters
1026 2 garden ornaments
1027 A garden column with bust
1028 A garden planter and garden column a/f
1029 A pair of wall troughs
1030 A concrete lion on plinth
1031 A concrete unicorn on plinth
1032 A concrete frog on plinth
1033 A concrete garden bust on plinth
1034 A concrete bird bath
1035 2 garden lions
1036 2 Chinese garden statues
1037 A pair of garden buddha's
1038 A quantity of garden tools
1039 Hop up steps, a pair of steps and a chair
1040 A quantity of spades and forks
1041 2 boxes of garden tools
1042 A quantity of rakes and hose
1043 A wheelbarrow & hose etc
1044 A Flymo Sprint Master mower

1045 A dehumidifier
1046 A quantity of LP's mono
1047 A kneehole desk
1048 A video recorder and car CD player etc
1049 A tile cutter, blow lamp and tools
1050 A teak cabinet
1051 A Dyson vacuum cleaner working
1052 A Dyson vacuum cleaner working
1053 A new bath
1054 A new bath
1055 A large rug
1056 A brass curtain pole
1057 A garden bench
1058 A set of filing drawers
1059 A Panasonic vacuum cleaner working
1060 An old glazed half door
1061 A bedside cabinet, pine rack and stool
1062 A steam cleaner working
1063 A gazebo
1064 A Qualcast strimmer working
1065 A gazebo and a fold up chair
1066 A starter motor and car bits
1067 A crate of tools including sander & car buffer etc
1068 A pipe bender and level
1069 A large box of various tools including saw, drills etc
1070 An Electrolux vacuum working
1071 An Electrolux vacuum working
1072 A large quantity of 78rpm records
1073 A Gedore socket set
1074 A Morphy Richards mini vacuum
1075 A large quantity of garden tools
1076 A set of 4 dining chairs
1077 A set of 4 dining chairs and a carver
1078 A Workmate and pair of small steps
1079 A screwdriver and bit set
1080 A Workmate
1081 A box of tools including screwdrivers & clamps etc.
1082 A mitre saw
1083 A mitre saw and an angle block
1084 An air sander, a power inverter and heat gun
1085 A 12V cordless drill, and Black and Decker heat gun
1086 A wooden trunk and contents including electric fittings etc
1087 A box of tools & gate fittings etc
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1088 4 boxes of electric fittings, window lock etc
1089 A stowaway wheelechair
1090 A jigsaw, drill and cordless drill
1091 A stained pine table
1092 A tin trunk and contents, wooden bowls etc
1093 A 4 drawer black ash chest
1094 A metal bedhead
1095 An oak bedstead
1096 A mahogany bedstead
1097 A box of old tools etc
1098 A brass fire screen
1099 A Beko electric cooker
1100 6 wall lights
1101 An Ocean freezer (working)
1102 An Indesit washing machine
1103 A mixer, microwave, steamer and whisk
1104 An Lec fridge
1105 A Creda fridge
1106 A camping stove
1107 A Proline fridge freezer
1108 A microwave (working)
1109 A Bosch freezer
1110 A Knight companion set
1111 An Electra fridge freezer
1112 A Revile gas cooker
1113 A 2 ring electric hob
1114 An Lec fridge freezer
1115 A Beko fridge
1116 An Iceland freezer
1117 A Blomber fridge freezer (working)
1118 3 folding tables
1119 A wicker ottoman
1120 An ottoman and contents, suede coat etc
1121 A drop side table a/f
1122 A quanitty of china inc sylvac some a/f
1123 A box of door and cabinet furniture
1124 2 fibre suitcases
1125 An Onkyo Hi-FI audio system
1126 A suitcase
1127 A large ottoman
1128 An ottoman
1129 2 dial phones
1130 A glazed front cabinet
1131 2 string seated stools
1132 A kitchen table and 2 benches
1133 A small pine cabinet

1134 A small pine cabinet
1135 2 Dunlop tennis rackets
1136 A hotel luggage rack
1137 A good quality coffee table with glass inset
1138 An old farmhouse chair
1139 A wicker shelf unit
1140 A chrome garden lantern
1141 A beech cabinet and 2 drawer chest
1142 A modern bedside table and 3 drawer chest
1143 A large quantity of LP records
1144 2 table lamps
1145 A bevel edged mirror
1146 A mirror
1147 A triple dressing table mirror
1148 2 copper top outside lamps with brackets
1149 A glass dish & vase etc.
1150 15 picture plates with boxes
1151 An Olivetti typewriter
1152 A quantity of artificial flowers
1153 An oil on canvas of Whitby. signed S. Bonney
1154 A continental watercolour and a Vernon Ward print
1155 A quantity of china inc Poole vase etc.
1156 A quantity of collectors plates inc. Wedgwood and Royal Doulton, a paperweight and cake server
1157 2 Prints of landscape in Dartmoor
1158 A quantity of Oriental vases, ginger jars inc Delft etc.
1159 A quantity of china and decorative plates including Wedgwood
1160 4 advertising mirrors including Guinness
1161 A wooden carver picture of a harbour
1162 A quantity of brassware including candlesticks etc.
1163 A quantity of china including Port Merrion & Wedgwood etc.
1164 A wicker corner unit, side table and two 4 drawer units
1165 A wardrobe
1166 An oak wall unit
1167 3 collectors teapots
1168 A quantity of brassware including bottle openers etc. And pair of wooden candlesticks
1169 A coffee set including sugar bowl and milk jug
1170 A chrome standard lamp
1171 A nursing chair
1172 A blue and white jug and bowl set
1173 A bedside 2 drawer unit
1174 A silver plated teaset
1175 A pair of pine bedside units
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1176 A teak wall unit
1177 A quantity of ornaments
1178 3 cut glass bowls and 3 decorative china plates
1179 Jemmaware parrots, dressing table set and one other
1180 A set of golf clubs and bag
1181 6 commemorative Princess Diana plates and 3 others
1182 A graduated set of brass measures
1183 14 silver plated coasters
1184 A quantity of glass including large jug
1185 3 bedside units
1186 A pair of fireside chairs
1187 A standard lamp
1188 A corner display unit
1189 5 pieces of carnival glass
1190 A mixed lot of pottery items
1191 A quantity of trinket pots
1192 A wall mirror
1193 An uplighter
1194 A garden figure of a boy a/f
1195 A corner whatnot
1196 A print of Lincoln Cathedral
1197 A metal portrait of a lady
1198 An onyx table lamp, shade a/f
1199 A coffee table
1200 An occasional table
1201 A 2 drawer hall bookcase
1202 9 bird figurines, some a/f etc.
1203 A vintage sideboard a/f
1204 4 figurines
1205 A modern wall mirror
1206 A fireguard
1207 3 tins including Colemans
1208 A modern glazed bookcase
1209 A quantity of prints and oil paintings
1210 A modern corner display cabinet
1211 5 novelty teapots of pubs
1212 A pub mirror
1213 A standard lamp
1214 2 wall mirrors
1215 A glass topped cane coffee table
1216 A pine dressing table mirror
1217 A modern extending bookcase
1218 A projector screen
1219 A golf bag and golf clubs with trolley
1220 A modern wall unit

1221 10 figurines
1222 8 novelty teapots
1223 3 Oriental china including teapot
1224 A wine table
1225 A mattress topper for single bed
1226 A painted loom style armchair
1227 A modern 3 drawer shoe cabinet
1228 2 green painted bedside cabinets
1229 2 over 2 pine chest of drawers
1230 A pine bedside cabinet
1231 A modern glazed front bookcase
1232 A bamboo box including contents
1233 A modern 5 drawer chest of drawers
1234 A dressing table stool
1235 A wood effect drop leaf table
1236 A retro coffee table
1237 2 fabric footstools
1238 2 bedside tables
1239 A retro formica table
1240 A piano stool, (missing cushion)
1241 Quantity of blue and white including Wedgwood etc.
1242 A pine kitchen table
1243 4 pine kitchen chairs
1244 A pine kitchen table
1245 2 kitchen chairs
1246 A large plaster bust
1247 A wood effect dropleaf table
1248 A glass TV stand
1249 A pine kitchen table
1250 A painted linen box and pine bedside cabinet
1251 A modern bookcase
1252 A gateleg table
1253 A set of 4 dining chairs
1254 A quantity of glassware including wine glasses
1255 A modern coffee table
1256 An extending dining table
1257 A retro tile topped coffee table and 2 others
1258 A Monet print
1259 2 glass topped tables
1260 A modern nest of tables
1261 A leather topped wine table
1262 A model yacht
1263 A modern wall clock
1264 Large garden table and 6 chairs
1265 5 pieces of French Valaurie pottery items
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1266 A garden Buddha
1267 An old telephone
1268 A collapsable travel cot
1269 A fan
1270 A wheel back carver chair
1271 An oak kneehole desk
1272 A modern coffee table
1273 3 wine tables and 1 other
1274 A quantity of door handles and finger plates
1275 2 household encyclopedias
1276 A barley twist gateleg table
1277 A hall table and 2 occasional tables
1278 An oak gateleg table
1279 A retro wood effect gateleg table
1280 A punch bowl and glasses
1281 A writing box
1282 A writing cabinet
1283 A kitchen dresser
1284 A quantity of glassware
1285 A quantity of china including Royal Doulton
1286 A quantity of glassware and a tray
1287 A mahogany effect cabinet
1288 A quantity of brassware
1289 A display cabinet
1290 A quantity of miniatures plus 3 wade whisky bells etc.
1291 A large display cabinet
1292 2 ginger jars and 1 other and a quantity of plates
1293 A pair of table lamps with marble bases
1294 An oval occasional table
1295 A James Kent jug and basin set
1296 Bedroom cabinets including chest of drawers & mirrored cabinet etc.
1297 A dressing table set and hand mirrors
1298 2 meat plates and 2 other plates
1299 A corner cabinet
1300 A quantity of china including Empireware bowl
1301 4 Lincoln related prints
1302 3 French prints of Annecy
1303 An occasional table
1304 6 pieces of  silver plate including tea set
1305 Dark wood wall shelves
1306 An oak hall cupboard
1307 A 4 tier whatnot
1308 A pink floral ginger jar
1309 A letter rack
1310 2 book shelves

1311 A shelf of books
1312 Approximately 10 antique related books
1313 2 shelves of cooking related books
1314 2 shelves of books and puzzles
1315 An office chair
1316 A cabinet
1317 A 2 over 3 drawer cabinet
1318 2 vacuum cleaners
1319 A box of linen/lace
1320 A pine wheeled wine rack and stool
1321 A pine table and 4 chairs
1322 A pine table and 3 chairs
1323 2 stone flasks and 2 other stone items
1324 A round oak table and 4 chairs
1325 Two teasets including Regency
1326 4 dining chairs
1327 A round extending table and 4 chairs, and magazine rack
1328 Marble and onyx table lamps
1329 A retro style cabinet a/f
1330 A quantity of china including Poole and Wedgwood etc.
1331 A modern wardrobe
1332 A quantity of office storage item including filing cabinet etc.
1333 2 fancy dress jackets and feathered hats
1334 A quantity of mens shoes and trainers including Adidas etc. And a pair of boots (sizes 7 & 8)
1335 A magazine rack
1336 An uplighter
1337 A doll in case
1338 A table lamp & pair of curtains
1339 A quantity of silver plate goblets etc
1340 A quantity of plates including commemorative
1341 A quantity of miscellaneous china including table lamp etc.
1342 A quantity of miscellaneous china including Wade whimsies
1343 Bow and arrows
1344 A quantity of 45rpm records & LP's including The Beatles
1345 2 boxes of LP's and some 45rpm records
1346 A Graco junior car seat and Silver Cross pram top
1347 A quantity of LP's including Elton John etc.
1348 3 boxes of LP's and 45rpm records
1349 A Monbebe pram top
1350 An Arthur Wood HMS Nelson
1351 A 5 shelf bookcase
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1352 A quantity of teacups &saucers including Shelley and Chinz teapot
1353 A quantity of miscellaneous including White House decorations (2 shelves)
1354 A Kensington lustreware jug
1355 5 collectors dolls and stands
1356 2 paintings, a mountain scene and coastal scene
1357 A glass topped hexagonal coffee table
1358 3 Ercol armchairs
1359 2 Oriental plates and 1 other
1360 A Danish Gudme Mobel Fabirk Extending Oval dining table and 4 chairs
1361 A Noritake 'Blue Hill' dinner service
1362 A 4 piece leather/wood conservatory set - a 3 seater and 3 singles
1363 A retro glass topped coffee table
1364 A framed & glazed ladies fashion print
1365 A pair of framed & glazed farm scene pictures
1366 A picture of Mexicans on horses
1367 A framed & glazed map of Herefordshire
1368 A framed & glazed print of  a lady playing the piano
1369 A framed & glazed Spitfire picture
1370 An abstract oil on board - signature indistinct and one other
1371 A framed & glazed photograph of Lincoln Cathedral
1372 A framed & glazed print of Lincoln
1373 2 shell dishes
1374 A collection of cuddly toys
1375 A quantity of electric items
1376 2 Union Jacks
1377 A large quantity of LP's (9 boxes)
1378 2 framed & glazed prints of Lincoln
1379 A quantity of shaving mugs
1380 A quantity of glasses etc.
1381 A quantity of cuddly toys including a monkey
1382 A carver chair
1383 A framed & glazed abstract Miro print
1384 A folding table, pink lamps and a pouffe
1385 A painting of a Naval battle signed Paul Print of Lincoln
1386 2 cane chairs
1387 A Hohner drum kit
1388 A framed & glazed floral scene
1389 A Georgian oak chest of drawers
1390 2 framed & glazed cottage scene prints
1391 An oak Grandfather clock
1392 A brass faced Grandfather clock
1393 2 framed & glazed cottage scene pictures

1394 A framed & glazed picture of Sir Thomas Moore
1395 Boxes of sewing equipment
1396 A wine table, rack & copper horn etc.
1397 A quantity of miscellaneous
1398 A quantity of China including Jug & wine vessel etc.
1399 An extending 'Walligraph' (concertina telephone mount)
1400 A Capo Di Monte figure of lady & tramp etc.
1401 A quantity of miscellaneous china including Wade and Paragon etc.
1402 A retro Pye radio
1403 A wall clock & a barometer
1404 A white glass vase
1405 A Singer sewing machine and case a/f
1406 Oriental ginger jars and a box
1407 A large quantity of brassware including mantel clock & brass plaques etc
1408 A large carved wooden eagle
1409 A quantity of willow pattern china
1410 A quantity of miscellaneous china and glass
1411 A retro wall mirror
1412 A studio pottery vase
1413 A quantity of Staffordshire pottery jugs etc.
1414 A quantity of coloured glassware including decanter
1415 A quantity of glassware including dressing table set and carnival glass dish
1416 A blue glass Stowell's soda syphon
1417 Quantity of miscellaneous china including Stein
1418 A fabric topped stool
1419 A quantity of silver plate including a teapot & tray etc.
1420 A quantity of boxed collectors cars
1421 2 Oriental pictures on silk
1422 A toy pirate ship etc.
1423 A gold plated coffee set
1424 A modern corner display cabinet
1425 A quantity of Fosters souvenir china
1426 A karaoke machine etc.
1427 A ceiling light
1428 A quantity of china including planters etc.
1429 3 vintage suitcases
1430 A green leather armchair
1431 3 ceiling lights & 1 other
1432 A quantity of ornaments including Victorian match striker & inuit carving
1433 A large quantity of silver plate including coasters 
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etc.
1434 A large 3 seater sofa
1435 A large bevel edged mirror
1436 2 wheelchairs & a walking aid
1437 2 veneered wardrobes & dressing table set
1438 A coloured glass dressing table tray, 2 candlesticks & a bowl
1439 A bevel edged gilt framed mirror
1440 A framed & glazed cottage scene & garden scene pictures
1441 A large bevel edged mirror
1442 A reclining armchair
1443 A side table & magazine rack
1444 A gilt framed mirror
1445 A modern 'Lincoln' 31 day wall clock with key & pendulum
1446 2 pictures including corn etc.
1447 An oil on canvas floral still life
1448 A square mirror a/f
1449 4 pictures including watercolours etc.
1450 A pair of wood effect corner units
1451 A large corner sofa
1452 A modern glass topped coffee table
1453 A Sharp HI-FI
1454 A carved topped occasional table
1455 A quantity of framed & glazed watercolours
1456 A standard lamp & shade
1457 A carryall bag & contents
1458 A 3 seater sofa & cushions
1459 A mirror
1460 A wood framed armchair
1461 A boxed telescope
1462 3 wooden table lamps with wicker style shades
1463 A large quantity of glass bottles & advertising etc. (2 shelves)
1464 A cased Yamaha keyboard
1465 A boxed car stereo
1466 A Binatone video game & Vectrex console
1467 A quantity of brassware including lamp bases
1468 A quantity of Giles annuals
1469 A quantity of Chums books etc
1470 A quantity of mixed glassware including beer glasses etc.
1471 A set of 4 ladder back chairs
1472 A set of 4 retro kitchen chairs
1473 A set of 4 pine kitchen chairs
1474 A set of 4 fabric covered dining chairs

1475 A small purple rug
1476 7 walking sticks including silver collar & a wine rack
1477 A green rug
1478 A rug of the Taj Mahal
1479 An orange & pink handmade rug
1480 A small purple rug
1481 A small red patterned rug
1482 An oak framed wall mirror with floral decoration
1483 A musical inlaid sewing table
1484 A quantity of old Meccano
1485 A retro 'Regency' sewing machine
1486 Avery shop scales, Salter kitchen scales & Asco shop scales & weights etc.
1487 A pair of black modern dining chairs
1488 A pair of dining chairs
1489 A vintage kitchen chair
1490 A dressing table mirror base (no mirror)
1491 A modern coffee table
1492 2 farmhouse kitchen chairs
1493 3 odd dining chairs
1494 3 odd dining chairs
1495 2 carved oak dining chairs
1496 A bedroom chair & an oak kitchen chair
1497 5 odd chairs including kitchen chairs
1498 A painted chair & 1 other
1499 An oak kitchen chair a/f
1500 2 retro kitchen chairs
1501 3 rush seated ladder back chairs
1502 2 carved oak dining chairs & 2 ladder back rush seated chairs (1 is a/f)
1503 A red leather hall chair
1504 A pair of oak dining chairs (1 is a/f)
1505 2 oak dining chairs & 1 other
1506 2 1950's dining chairs
1507 An office swivel chair
1508 A pair of kitchen chairs
1509 A set of 4 cane seated pine kitchen chairs
1510 A set of 4 1950's oak dining chairs
1511 A quantity of miscellaneous china & dolls
1512 2 table lamps
1513 A quantity of maps showing Counties
1514 A quantity of 45rpm records
1515 A quantity of 45rpm records
1516 A quantity of hand painted pottery etc.
1517 A quantity of souvenir spoons on rack
1518 4 walking sticks
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1519 A claret jug & a box etc.
1520 A quantity of glass & china including Victorian glass jug
1521 A quantity of pastel burners & tobacco jar etc.
1522 A character teapot, Worcester figurine & 1 other (a/f)
1523 A blood pressure monitor
1524 A figurine of a girl riding a trike & 1 other
1525 A quantity of albums containing postcards, stamps & drawings etc.
1526 2 plates with Oriental scenes by 'Pekin'
1527 4 items of crestedware & 1 other
1528 A quantity of belt buckles, corkscrew & brooch etc.
1529 A quantity of toy cars including Tin plate & Lesney etc
1530 A quantity of coins including Foreign etc.
1531 A cased canon vintage video camera
1532 A vintage radio
1533 A horse & cart ornament
1534 A quantity of miscellaneous china & glass etc. Including Blue mountain
1535 A quantity of wall lights including Art Nouveau style
1536 A retro style Deparie wall clock
1537 A pot stand
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